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About This Game

Our once peaceful world is wrapped in a dark fog. Travel as Tegan back in time to stop a curse that has ever threatened the
world. Only one of your long-dead ancestors knows how to stop the curse. Armed with a cyber gun you travel back to the

Middle Ages and search for Relict. With a lot of humor and many bad jokes you will experience the story of Tegan in the Age
of Darkness.

What you'll experience in Age of Darkness (features)

Explore the regions of Cuna, Venaria and the underworld accompanied by self composed music.
Encounter countless dialogues in which you can decide what to say.

Find new friends.
Solve puzzles and find items.

Find Relict and defeat the darkness.

Age of Darkness is a family friendly game containing no violence or swearing.
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Utter trash.. Train itself is okay without the AP pack, but getting it will definitely make a Class 319 a joy to drive
With the AP pack, it features sound genuinely recorded from a Class 319 instead of the default sound ripped from Class 455.
This is by far my favorite WWII strategy game. for its great diversity in game play makes almost every game diffrent. For i tend
to play more as Germany, and most of the time i employ a similar stratagy; which is to bulid up industry, as to allow for mass
production of primaraly tanks. But even though i make similar choices in my game play, the AI usially behaves slightly
diffrently.
For somtimes the AI may field a primaraly defensive army, and other times it may field a primaraly offensive army; the same
can be said about other countries foreighn policys.
However what ever the AI does they always play a smart game, being tactically aware of every move you make, and doing there
best to counter, resulting in a challenging game every time.

Also as for playing as the smaller nations it can be a struggle, for i have been recently playing as Canada and aside from the lack
of raw materials, the small population makes it impossible to industrialize every one of your citys. But where others see this a
negative, i see this more of a positive. for it trys to keep things historically accurate, by limiting smaller nations. However that
being said i was still able to conquer Japan, all of Africa, and most of Europe as Canada. Mind you i did not accomplish all of
this before 1945, but it does show it can be done.

Over all i would recomend this game to all stratagy lovers, especially those who have playes Axis ans Allies, for this game has a
very similar feel, for although it does not let you command individual regiments in a battle, its attantion to detail when it comes
to the global map, and all of the little things such as city development, research, and resource management results in a rich but
not overly complicated game play.. This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. Definitely the shortest game I've
played, finished in an evening. I remember back in the day of the early games, girls staying up for 24 hours trying to figure these
games out. Again, as I'm finding with the new-ish games, you as Nancy are much more of a glorified errand girl than an
investigator like the early games. This game is similar to The Captive Curse in the way some of the game is spent wandering,
waiting for your phone to go off. Especially with the aid of your checklist (as a junior detective) it is extremely easy to figure
out what to do next. The puzzles were mediocre, some easy, some annoying in the way they try to over complicate them. At first
I enjoyed the large scale of this game, the various places you could go, until I realized there was hardly anything to do in each
room, as opposed to a game like Last Train to BlueMoon Canyon, where there was a ton of stuff to find and do in each train car.

only thing I enjoyed was that I spent the game unsure of who I suspected and had no idea who the black cat was, therefore it was
an actual surprise as to who did it for once.

The only time it felt scary was when you were trying to sneak out after curfew.

Perhaps if this is your first game, I'd reccomend. If you've been with Nancy all these years, skip this one.. Really fun with
friends. It sucks that not many people own the game though, it's really underrated.. thoroughly enjoy making my helicopter dart
in and out of fields of fire...the unlockable upgrades and different model ships will keep me coming back trying to figure out
better strategies to surpass my previous records.. Doomed n Damned is an old school action platformer which takes a great deal
of its inspiration from ghosts n goblins.

Control: Control in this game is simple, but very responsive. You have a jump\/double jump, alongside an attack button. If you
press up + attack you use your sub weapon(like castlevania or ninja gaiden) It is simple but it works very well and I never ran
into a scenario where I was killed due to unresponsive controls.

Level design: When you load up the game you are greeted to a map, you start at the first level on the map and then the map
branches off into 3 paths. Each path has 3 levels and then the map converges at the end. The first level has 3 different exits and
each exit takes you to a different branching path. In order to beat the game you need to beat every level.

Level design in this game is very good. The levels are pretty long, and most levels have different paths you can take to get to the
end, the paths typically converge at the end but the different paths leave the player with room to explore and give you options on
how you want to tackle the levels.
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There is also a nice variety of things to do in the levels, of course you have a few standard platformy levels, but you also get
levels that have you riding a horse drawn carriage, riding an elevator while avoiding spikes, running from a huge unkillable
monster and other things to keep it fresh.

The challenge in this game is just right. You have 3 lives to beat each level, if you die all your lives, its back to the beginning.
The game is not easy but it is not rage inducing hard either. You can't expect to beat every live on your first run but with a bit of
practice nothing is insurmountable.

Some levels end with a boss fight, the boss fights are probably the low point of the game for me. Some bosses have annoying
unskippable, pre fight dialogue. Not bad the first time you fight but after you die you have to watch the dialogue every time
which is incredibly frustrating. The bosses themselves range from fun to fight to incredibly stupid and boring, for the most part
they are okay but a handful of bosses almost put me to sleep while fighting them.

Overall, this is a very fun game, it took me 3 hrs to finish and for it's current price I feel you will get your moneys worth. If you
are into retro games give this game a shot, the level design, control, and challenge are all just right.. 
http:\/\/youtu.be\/rYRVyo8q25g

I don't own a Pizza place but if I did I'd put this game out front arcade cabinet style and watch the customers roll in.. I
downloaded the DLC, I own the game, and it didn't work, it says I have to purchase it again! I just don't know what I did wrong!
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Abandoned software. It held great promise, and it can still be used if you have the patience to fill your library on your own, or if
some community forms to assemble resources - however:

It is prone to crashes. This issue becomes more and more likely the larger the map is - sure, you can circumvent it by making
chunks, but that's tedius.

I was very excited to see this and bought it up the day it came out - but it was a poor choice. You're likely better off using other
tools if you want something streamlined and hammered out to a better extent.. I was debating about buying this for a while. I
bought the pirate ship one and i had so many errors on it i got a refund.
This game is much better, its not a game as such but more of a experiance. I bought it on the idea i wanted a quick game to show
to friends and this does the trick. theres a fair few things to interact with and play with, such as ship, suberu car, helecopter ,
attack plane.

The only bad thing was that the TV doesnt work, it says music tracks on there but doesnt play.

if you looking for something to give a insight to VR world maybe get your GF on it as its not a violent game (we know what
some ladies are like) then this on sale is worth the cost i paid around \u00a33.88 (price of a burger but without the kcals and alot
more satisying ). Decent game, way overhyped in the reviews/media I read and saw about it before purchasing. Online Mode is a
waste, nobody is ever on. Totally baffling they have that as a selling point, do these guys not realize you have to have OTHER
PEOPLE online to actually use the mode? Arcade Mode is nothing special, fun at first but gets repetitive. If you know a ton of
people who'd like to play and have extra controllers then Local Mode could be fun.. This was another disappointing hidden
object game. The story is over in just 4 hours and that includes the bonus round. Not worth more than 0.99 cents. Looks good,
but the story was not that interesting.. A great, sleek game with a bit of nonlinearity and a small plot twist. Not really a horror,
just has a little suspence presented. Definitely deserves a price tag.. I didn't think it was fair that this game got mixed reviews.
Therefore, I decided to write my own first review because I almost didn't buy it because of the mixed reviews. I am totally
enjoying the game. In my oppinion it is not like bannished. Perhaps if you play it in sandbox mode. I am playing the campaign.
The storyline is wonderful to me and easy to follow. Granted, it does get a little wordy at times and you have to read several
screens. However, that's what makes it a story.

I did find one minor bug. My quest would not register that I completed them. I believe this was due to the fact that I was pausing
the game ALOT during the storyline and all. Once I stoped doing that I didn't have a problem. So, you might want to watch how
much you pause the game.

I think if your looking for a fun and reasonably challenging game this is for you. I really am having a good time with it.. okay...
here it goes
so this is the best game i've ever even been given the CHANCE to comprehend.
I've played this hidden gem to completion about twice now. I can't put into words how much I love this game.
The music, characters, dialog, writing, lovely environment, the character development, are just so wonderful!
I think about this lovely piece of work every moment of my life!

Please, if you're just seeing this review or seeing if this game is worth your time and money. Then heed this warning...

Prepare for the best ride in your life.. I've played it before on a pc . Was glad to find it for Mac but..... Random chrashes ,crash at
start up ... Though played it about 5 hours and I regret the purchase for now . Unplayable till the bug-fixes come out .. Just use
Unity or Unreal 4. Honestly.. crashed after my second play but fun ig giv it a uninstall
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